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Extracting Molecular Responses from Ultrafast Charge Dynamics 
at Material Interfaces 

 Chenglai Wang†a, Yingmin Li†a, Wei Xiong a,b 

We introduce a new data analysis method, which can be applied to 
transient vibrational sum-frequency generation spectroscopy to 
reveal hidden molecular dynamics of charge transfer at molecular 
heterojunction interfaces. After validating the method, we used it 
to extract molecular dynamics at organic semiconductor/metal 
interfaces, which was otherwise dominated by electronic dynamics. 
Such an ability can advance understanding of the roles of molecules 
in interfacial charge transfer dynamics.  

Charge transfer at interfaces induced by photoexcitation affects the 
efficiency and performance of molecular optoelectronic materials, 
quantum heterojunctions, organic flexible electronics, and selectivity 
and activities of photo-electrical catalysts.1–8 In the charge transfer 
processes, photons first excite bounded electron-hole pairs, referred 
to as excitons, in the donor.9,10 The excitons dissociate into electrons 
and holes by overcoming the Coulomb interaction, so that the 
electron can transfer to the acceptor side of the interfaces. Both 
electrons and holes interact with the molecular environment during 
the charge dynamics. Currently, charge dynamics in inorganic 
heterojunctions are understood well.11,12 

In contrast, heterojunctions involving organic molecules that are 
prepared by solution-phase processes (e.g., spin-coating) creates 
complicated interfaces with various molecular conformations. The 
dynamics in organic/inorganic heterojunction interface include 
exciton dynamics, free charge (electrons and holes) carrier dynamics, 
and molecular dynamics. Here, molecular dynamics represents the 
transient responses of molecules, due to the interactions between 
charges and molecules, e.g., the role of molecules in charge 

separation, and how excitons or free charge carriers affect 
molecules. Among all these dynamics, molecular dynamics during 
charge transfer processes are less studied.13 An understanding of the 
interactions of molecular species and excited charges in organic 
molecular interfaces is needed to design and create higher-
performing organic optoelectronics, quantum heterojunctions, and 
photocatalysts.3,14,15 However, observation of molecule-charge 
interaction is challenging because not only it happens on ultrafast 
timescales and requires molecular specific detection, but also the 
charge transfer interfaces are hidden between bulk phases.16–18 This 
challenge makes probing the interplay between molecules and 
charges during charge dynamics difficult by surface techniques, such 
as STM and AFM. 19–21

We have recently used transient vibrational sum-frequency 
generation (VSFG) to follow ultrafast charge dynamics at molecular 
interfaces, spin-coated Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) on gold 
surfaces.18,22 In these experiments, a visible or near IR pulse triggered 
charge transfer, and the VSFG probed the interfaces during charge 
transfer. VSFG is a second-order nonlinear optical signal similar to 
second harmonic generation (SHG). VSFG uses an IR pulse to excited 
specific vibrational modes that are upconverted by a near IR pulse to 
virtual states, which subsequently emit coherent signals at the sum 
of the near- and mid-IR frequencies. VSFG, therefore, adopts 
interface-sensitive from SHG. Different from SHG, VSFG probes 
electronic transition through the NR background, and molecular 
species by vibrational modes, like IR spectroscopy. Therefore, 
transient VSFG can reveal local molecular responses to the ultrafast 
charge dynamics.23–25 Using this method, we observed ultrafast 
dynamics corresponding to charge transfer and recombination. 

However, in most transient VSFG experiments, metals often have 
large nonresonant (NR) contributions to the signal, which dominate 
the scans. The NR signal is generated by impulsive electronics 
responses to the laser fields, which reports electronic dynamics at 
interface.26 As a result, the molecular dynamics were mixed with the 
NR electronic dynamics. In ref (18), we analyzed the dynamics by 
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spectral fitting each molecular vibrational features and the NR 
signals. This analysis concluded that the face-on molecular 
conformation could allow direct charge transfer from gold to P3HT.  
However, such data analysis is tedious. We later added heterodyne 
detection (HD) to the transient VSFG setup, to resolve the spectral 
phase22, which enabled molecular responses to be disentangled from 
nonresonant dynamics.27–30 Nonetheless, the molecular responses 
were still overwhelmed by the NR signals that were at least one order 
of magnitude larger than the former. Thus, we needed to develop a 
method to extract time-dependent molecular dynamics from the 
convoluted transient VSFG measurements. 

In this communication, we present a new data analysis method to 
disentangle resonant molecular and NR electronic dynamics. This 
method allows us to inspect how specific molecules involved in 
charge transfer. The key idea relies on that the phase of NR spectra 
is constant, whereas the phase of molecular resonances is frequency-
dependent.29,31,32 For example, a VSFG signal can be written as

            eq.1𝑆𝐻𝐷 ― 𝑉𝑆𝐹𝐺 ∝ 𝐴𝑁𝑅 ∗ 𝑒𝑖𝜑 + ∑𝐴𝑅 ∗
1

(𝜔 ― 𝜔𝑅) + 𝑖Г

Where  and  are the amplitude and phase of the nonresonant 𝐴𝑁𝑅, 𝜑
signal, , , and  are the amplitude, resonant frequency, and 𝐴𝑅  𝜔𝑅 Г
linewidth of various molecular resonances. The resonant features 
could be molecular vibrational and electronic transitions, and both 

the resonant and nonresonant features implicitly include the 
interfacial electric induced signal as χ(3)Einterface

33–38, where χ(3) is the 
third-order nonlinear susceptibility, and Einterface is the electric field at 
interfaces.  By multiplying equation 1 with , it can make the NR 𝑒 ―𝑖𝜑

only exist in the real part, and make the imaginary part be purely 
composed of the phase-rotated molecular resonances (the second 
term in eq. 1). We can then apply a few data processing procedures 
to fully separate and retrieve the molecular spectra, as shown below.  

To examine this method, we first built a model data and used it as 
the ground truth to test the method. The model data was composed 
of two molecular resonant signals, one NR background, which decay 
(see Fig.2 for details of each component) in the ways described by 
equation 2 

𝑅(𝜔,𝑡) = [𝐿1(𝜔) + 𝑁𝑅(𝜔)] ∗ 𝑇1(𝑡) + [𝐿2(𝜔)] ∗ 𝑇2(𝑡) + [𝑁𝑅(𝜔)] ∗
eq. 2𝑇3(𝑡)

Each Tn represents the different dynamics in question, which may 
contain molecular responses, denoted Ln, a nonresonant response, 
denoted NR, or a combination of both. The molecular resonances, Ln, 
are represented by Lorentzian lineshape functions, and the NR 
response is modeled by a constant. In this model, we associate both 
L1 and NR with dynamics T1, only L2 with dynamics T2, and only NR 
with dynamics T3. (Detailed model parameters are included in the 
supplementary materials S1). The goal was to test whether our 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the data analysis method. The (a) initial input data was decomposed by global analysis (Glotaran) into various (b) dynamics and (c) spectral components. By 
inspecting the spectral components, S1 contained a broad background which is the NR signal, and a small dip corresponding to a molecular feature, S2 only had a sharp molecular 
feature and S3 was only NR signal. Thus, we only needed to process S1 to separate the molecular features from NR signals. We then determined the phase φ of NR signal from (d) 
the phase plot of S1. The flat phase region represented the NR phase, which should be a constant. By applying a phase rotation, (e) the NR signal was fully rotated to the real part 
of the phase rotated S1, whereas the imaginary part was composed of a molecular resonance. Then, we Fourier transformed only the imaginary spectra to get (f) the time domain 
free induction decay (FID) and applied a Heaviside function (red in f) to impose causality. The FID after causality was inverse Fourier transformed back and applied an inverse 
phase rotation to restore the original spectral phase. (g) The retrieved S1 now was free of NR signal and only composed of molecular responses.  The retrieved molecular dynamics, 
free from NR dynamics, could be composed of three spectral and dynamical components by equation:  , where  is the outer products of vectors and Dn 𝑅 = ∑𝐷𝑛(𝑡) ⊗ 𝑆𝑛(𝜔) ⊗

and Sn are the dynamical and spectral components n, after NR removal. 
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method could successfully extract different dynamics and their 
corresponding spectral components, and then further retrieve the 
molecular response components and reconstruct the hidden 
molecular dynamics. Therefore, the purpose of the model is solely to 
test the method and is not simulating or mimicking the experimental 
data we discussed later.

Before examining the fidelity of this method, we first introduce the 
full workflow of this data retrieval method (Fig.1, more detailed 
explanation and example code are included in supplementary 
materials Section 1). The constructed model input contains real and 
imaginary parts, and both appear as broad spectral dynamics that 
decay over a few picoseconds (Fig.1a). The broad spectra are due to 
the NR signal, which overwhelms the underlying molecular dynamics. 
The goal of the data analysis method is to retrieve the molecular 
dynamics by removing the one of the NR signals. First, we performed 
global analysis on the model input, using Glotaran39, to decompose 
the dynamics into separate spectral and dynamic components. We 
found three distinct dynamics (Fig.1b), associated with three spectral 
components (Fig.1c). The number of distinct dynamics was 
consistent with the model input from Eq.2. Among all three spectral 
components, the spectrum of component 1 (S1 in Fig.1c, solid blue) 
showed two features, whereas others had only single features: 
component 2 (S2 in Fig.1c, dashed red) showed a sharp Lorentzian-
shape feature, suggesting it is a pure molecular response, whereas 
component 3 (S3 in Fig.1c, dashed yellow) was a broad Gaussian, 
indicating it is NR signal only.  Thus, only S1 was a mixture of both NR 
and molecular resonant features, which we needed to apply 
algorithms to extract the molecular feature from S1.

To remove the NR signal from S1, we first determined the NR phase. 
As the NR signal’s phase should be frequency-independent, we 
identified the NR phase ( ) from the flat region of the phase plot of 𝜑
S1 (Fig.1d). Then, we multiplied  to the complex spectra of S1. 𝑒 ―𝑖𝜑

This operation led to a new imaginary spectrum that only contained 
molecular resonant signals (solid blue in Fig.1e). We then applied 
Fourier-transform only to the new imaginary spectrum and 
transformed it into the time domain. We multiplied the time-domain 
dynamics by a Heaviside function to set time-domain responses in 
the negative time regime to be zero, the so-called causality (Fig.1f). 
After applying causality, the time-domain response was inversely 
Fourier transformed back and then multiplied by  to restore their 𝑒𝑖𝜑

initial phase. These operations restored the real part of spectra 
(dashed red in Fig.1g), free from NR. Thus, we retrieved a full 
complex molecular response of S1 (Fig.1g). Lastly, we could combine 
all three components to reconstruct the molecular dynamics, free 
from NR signal dynamics (Fig.1h). Comparing to the initial input 
(Fig.1a), the molecular dynamics had sharp spectral features.       

Next, we examined the fidelity of this method by comparing the 
retrieved molecular spectra and dynamic components with the 
model input: the retrieved results highly resembled the initial input 
(Fig.2). First of all, the retrieved dynamics (Fig.2f were the same as 
the original input (Fig.2c): D1, D2, and D3 could be assigned to T1, T2, 
and T3, respectively. This agreement is not surprising, as global 
analysis is established to identify distinguishable dynamics. Second, 
we retrieved all three spectral components with correct spectral 
positions, phase, and lineshape, with P1, P2, and P3 corresponding to 
L1, L2, and NR, respectively. Third, the retrieved relationships 
between spectral and dynamic components matched with the initial 

Figure 2. Comparison of (a-c) model input and (d-f) retrieved results. The full 
dynamics of model input is plotted in Fig 1.a, which was composed according to 
equation 2, by three spectral components and three dynamic components. After 
retrieval described in Fig.1, the retrieved (e) spectral and (f) dynamic components 
matched well with the initial input (b) and (c). Finally, based on the relationships 
between P and D, we could (d) reconstruct molecular dynamics, which extracted (a) 
the molecular dynamics of model input from the overall dynamics of the model 
(Fig.1a) well.   

Figure 3. Retrieved spectral and dynamical components from an experimental transient 
VSFG scan on P3HT/Au interfaces. (a) The absolute static HD VSFG spectra of P3HT on Au 
had three major peaks, corresponding to electronic resonance (yellow), CH2 FR (blue) 
and CH3 AS (red). The transient spectral dynamics were decomposed into three 
components, including (i) coherent artifacts, (j) charge recombination and (k) charge 
separation. (b-d) The corresponding absolute spectral components showed the 
molecular peaks involved in each dynamic. A comparison between (e) the imaginary 
static VSFG spectra and (f-h) the imaginary parts of three transient spectral components 
shows the changes of spectral phase.  (l) molecular structure of P3HT
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input. From Fig.1b and c, we know that P1 is from S1, and exhibits 
dynamic T1. Similarly, P2 shows the dynamics of T2, and P3 has both 
T1 and T3 dynamics. These relationships matched with Eq.2. Lastly, 
the reconstructed molecular dynamics agree well with the molecular 
dynamics of original input (constructed based on Eq.2, without NR 
spectral components), demonstrating that this method could 
effectively remove significant NR dynamics and has the high fidelity 
required to restore underlying molecular dynamics from the original 
data.     

Having validated this method, we applied it to the ultrafast dynamics 
of photo-induced direct charge transfer from gold to the organic 
semiconductor regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) or P3HT 
(Fig.3l). We collected this data using transient heterodyne VSFG 
spectroscopy, in which we used a near-IR 800 nm pulse to excite the 
interfaces and used HD VSFG signal to probe the transient responses 
at interfaces, upon charge transfer (please refer to Ref 22 for 
experimental details). The IR spectra were centered near 2900 cm-1 
to probe the various CH vibrational features. However, the 
thiophene ring mode can also be a probe feature to reveal the local 
electron dynamics. We showed that transient VSFG spectroscopy 
was sensitive to charge transfer dynamics due to the electric field-
induced effects, firstly demonstrated in the SHG.40 The electric field-
induced effect is a third-order nonlinear signal, which is induced by 
the additional static electric field at interfaces acting on the sample, 
together with the VSFG pulse sequences, e.g., χ(3)Einterface.33–38 This 
new signal is, therefore, proportional to the interfacial static fields. 
When charge transfer occurs at interfaces, the free charge carriers 
can generate electric fields across interfaces, triggering the electric 
field-induced VSFG signal.19 The new signal appears as a transient, 
which is used to track charge dynamics. In our previous work, the 
mechanistic study showed that for specific molecular conformations, 
a new interfacial bandgap was formed between Fermi Level of gold 
and conduction band of P3HT, which allowed the near-IR pulse to 
promote electrons from the metal to the organic semiconductors 
directly.18

The spectral dynamics also showed molecular responses, but it was 
overwhelmed by the dominating dynamics of the NR background. 
We had not been able to separate the underline molecular dynamics 
in our previous work fully. We here extract molecular dynamics from 
the raw scan (Fig.4a and b). The retrieved results are shown in Fig.3. 
We identified three distinct dynamics, consistent with previous 
results.22 Component 1 decayed in 264 fs (Fig.3i), which was a 
nonlinear response due to overlap of laser pulses, known as the 
coherent artifact. The coherent artifact does not reflect molecular 
dynamics. Component 2 decayed in 940 fs (Fig.3j), which 
corresponded to excited excitons quickly recombining with each 
other; component 3 had a long lifetime and was attributed to 
separated free charges (Fig.3k).  

The extracted spectral components in Fig.3 reveal more details about 
the molecular dynamics. We compared the absolute spectra (Fig.3b-
d) with the static absolute VSFG spectra (Fig.3a) of the P3HT on gold, 
in which the NR signal had been removed using the same method. In 

the static spectra, we could identify three significant peaks at 2953 
cm-1, 2875 cm-1, and 2774 cm-1, corresponding to CH3 asymmetric 
stretch (AS, pink bar in Fig.3a-d), CH2 Fermi resonance (FR, blue bar) 
and an electronic mode (yellow bar).18 The electronic mode is likely 
to be an interfacial electronic state, which is resonant with the sum 
of the IR and up-conversion frequency, e.g., 2774 cm-1+ 12500 cm-1 
(or 654 nm), generating an electronic SFG signal.41 We note that the 
electronic feature is narrow, likely due to that our spectral coverage 
only captured the blue tail of the electronic resonance. By comparing 
it with the three transient spectral components, we identified 
molecular resonances involved in each dynamic. The electronic 
modes dominated all three components because electronic 
resonances had much larger dipole than molecular modes. Also, the 
CH3 AS and CH2 FR modes were present in the electron 
recombination dynamics, and show small responses in the 
separation dynamics. The significant amplitudes of CH3 AS and CH2 
FR modes in the electron recombination dynamics (component 2) 
suggests that the excited excitons that underwent recombination, 
localized near the P3HT side chains, and led to a large perturbation 
to the hydrocarbon modes. This result suggested excitons near 
hydrocarbon chains of P3HT are prone to charge recombination. 

Next, we inspected the retrieved imaginary spectra to learn the 
phase changes of molecular responses during charge dynamics. The 
charge recombination dynamics led to a large negative peak for the 
electronic resonance, which is a population bleach, suggesting the 
charges occupied this electronic state before recombination. For 
charge separation dynamics, the electronic resonance in the 
transient spectra had the same phase as in the static spectra. 
Because this transient spectral feature was induced by local electric 
fields of free charges, its phase indicated that the charge-induced 
electric fields and this interfacial electronic dipole pointed in the 
same direction. The electronic dipoles that have the same direction 
as the induced electric field could promote charge separation 
dynamics, by repelling the electron-hole pairs away from interfaces.   
This relative orientation between dipoles and the transient electric 

Figure 4. A comparison between imaginary and real parts of (a and b) experimental 
raw dynamics of charge transfer at P3HT/Au interfaces (and corresponding linear VSFG 
spectra, right), and (c and d) retrieved molecular dynamics (and corresponding 
molecular contribution to the liner VSFG spectra, right). The retrieved results (c and d) 
show the dynamics of three molecular resonance of P3HT, which is overwhelmed by 
the dynamics of large NR background in a and b. 
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fields could provide critical insights into the molecular dipole’s role 
in interfacial charge transfer dynamics. It also warrants further high-
level simulation studies to fully corroborate the role of molecules in 
charge transfer dynamics at the atomic level.42

We lastly compared the fully reconstructed molecular dynamics of 
interfacial charge transfer (Fig. 4c and d) with the original 
experimental input (Fig.4a and b). The molecular electronic response 
near 2770 cm-1 dominated the extracted dynamics, with a small 
contribution from P3HT’s CH2 and CH3 vibrations. This molecular 
electronic dynamic was hidden in the original data by the large NR 
dynamics (Fig.4a and b). We found the retrieved molecular electronic 
state dynamics exhibit a fast-decaying negative dynamic, followed by 
a positive, long-lived dynamic, corresponding to the long-lifetime 
separated free charges. The extracted molecular dynamics were 
similar to the NR signal, which suggested that P3HT molecules 
participated in all charge dynamics at the interfaces.   

Conclusions
We showed that by applying a new data retrieval method to the 
transient heterodyne VSFG spectral scans, we could extract 
time-dependent molecular responses from charge dynamics 
induced by photoexcitation in complex materials. In this 
example, we found that the organic P3HT molecules were 
involved in all charge dynamics at interfaces, and the direction 
of the electronic dipole and electric fields at interfaces 
suggested that the dipole could help charge separation by 
repulsion. In the future, this method will be useful to dissect 
dynamics of interfaces composed of multiple molecular species 
into specific molecular dynamics, thereby revealing hidden 
dynamics of different molecules at interfaces of heterojunction 
systems, such as photoelectrical catalysis, molecular quantum 
heterojunctions, and optoelectronic materials. 
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